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Motivation

In aerospace and automotive control applications usually microcon-
trollers are used to implement the algorithms with limited computa-
tional capacity. The author first faced this problem in a small un-
manned aircraft project ([1] and [2]). That’s why the methods devel-
oped in this thesis are tested in aerospace applications (on unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV)) but they are also applicable on any other system.
The computational burden of microcomputer systems turned the au-
thor’s attention towards control solutions with minimum computational
requirements.

These requirements can be satisfied by applying constant gain con-
trollers instead of dynamic ones and minimizing the required number of
control system states. Constant gains can be achieved both for linear
time invariant (LTI) and for nonlinear and/or time-varying systems,
this depends on the used design methodology. However, the use of
linear, time invariant models can speed up the control design and LTI
dynamical models are easy to identify from measurement data. Experi-
ences with a cascade proportional, integral, derivative (PID) control on-
board a small unmanned aerial vehicle (see [2]) has shown that cascade
linear controllers are able to stabilize and guide the nonlinear system
in normal working modes (straight and level flight and waypoint navi-
gation in the aerospace application). So, LTI controllers (and system
models) arranged in a hierarchical structure can possibly be applied for
several systems having only moderate nonlinearity.

The considered types of reference signals are low frequency constant
(set point control) or time-varying (tracking control during waypoint
guidance) references. The disturbances are considered as determinis-
tic, slowly varying (low-frequency), bounded and nonzero mean signals
(see [3] for the description of possible reference and disturbance signals).
Additional stochastic noise components are considered in system and
measurement equations. It is also assumed that the system is causal
with unknown future reference and disturbance values. This guaran-
tees the applicability of the developed control solutions also in user
controlled systems (manned aircrafts for example, see [4], [5]).

The possibly applicable design methodologies to solve this problem
are as follows. A PID controller is an easily implementable LTI solu-
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tion, which is capable to track references and attenuate disturbances,
but it can be designed only for single input single output (SISO) sub-
system models. This increases the complexity of control design because
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems can only be controlled
with cascade PID control which is tedious to be tuned. To have au-
tomated design, MIMO design methods, such as linear quadratic (LQ)
optimal or H∞ techniques should be applied.

LQ optimal techniques are widely studied and applied since the
1960s. In the last decades they entered into industrial applications
(with LQ regulators, model predictive control (MPC) and preview con-
trollers [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]). The conventional state
feedback LQ regulator or tracker results in constant gains and have
some robustness against model uncertainties. However, in real applica-
tions one needs to use linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) control because
the system states are not measured. A drawback of LQG control is the
loss of robustness (see [14]).

H∞ design solves the problem of robustness and disturbance re-
jection, but highly increases the state dimension of the controller be-
cause of the applied weighting functions ([3], [15], [16]). Nowadays
new techniques are developed to design fixed-structure H∞ controllers
with lower state dimensions (see [17]). But even in this case the need
to track constant nonzero or slowly time-varying references causes a
problem. These are usually non-L2 signals and this violates the basic
assumption in H∞ design. The third problem is caused by the low-
frequency disturbances which can violate the trade-off in H∞ design:
guarantee good low-frequency performance and noise attenuation and
disturbance rejection on higher frequencies. This is violated if low fre-
quency disturbances act on the system.

So, from LQG and H∞ techniques the former one is more appropri-
ate to achieve constant gain controllers with minimum controller state
space dimension in reference tracking solutions. Another advantage is
the applicability of non-L2 references also. Of course the robustness of
the resulting system should be carefully examined.

A drawback can be the inability to attenuate low frequency distur-
bances with the conventional LQ optimal design (which can be also an
inability of H∞ designs). This can be overcome by the use of mini-
max ([18]) control design and the application of disturbance (unknown
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input) estimators (such as [19], [20]). The latter can make it possi-
ble to cancel most of the effect of disturbances applying feedforward
compensation. This way only the much smaller disturbance residual
should be attenuated by the minimax controller and so, performance
improvement can be achieved.

The requirement of causality (apply the developed control without
knowledge about the future reference values) leads to the need of an
infinite horizon LQ and / or minimax control solution, because finite
horizon control usually assumes the knowledge of references on the
whole horizon. In references [21], [22], [23], [24] finite horizon non-
causal LQ trackers or infinite horizon approximate trackers (with no
guarantee of asymptotically zero tracking error) are developed. So, an
improvement is required in this field.

The applicability of the designed state feedback controllers requires
the measurement or estimation of system states. In this thesis an
aircraft control example is introduced. In aircraft stabilization and
waypoint guidance, mostly aircraft angular rates and Euler angles are
applied in state feedback. Angular rates can be measured with the on-
board sensor unit, while Euler angles can only be measured with large
conventional gimbal systems which are not applicable for small UAVs.
This means that Euler angles should be estimated to apply control.
They have a highly nonlinear relation with angular rates and so, a non-
linear estimator (such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)) should
be used (see [25] for example).

Referencing all the above statements, the objectives of this thesis
are the following:

1. To examine the possibility of deriving an infinite horizon, causal
LQ optimal reference tracking solution both for constant and
slowly time-varying references considering LTI systems and us-
ing state feedback.

2. To consider disturbance estimation with a control input which
cancels most of the disturbance effects using the estimated dis-
turbance. To synthesize an infinite horizon, causal, minimax ref-
erence tracking solution both for constant and slowly time-varying
references considering LTI systems. This controller should atten-
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uate the disturbance residual remaining after disturbance cancel-
lation.

3. To apply the developed control solutions in aircraft reference sig-
nal tracking problems implementing and testing them in Matlab
Simulink simulations and in real flights.

4. Aircraft related application examples inspired the design of an
Euler angle state estimator which switches between the sensory
measurements and is applicable during the entire flight time from
take-off to landing.

The structure of the thesis work is the following: chapter 1 intro-
duces the considered system class together with basic notations and
assumptions. Chapter 2 deals with the problem of infinite horizon LQ
optimal tracking regulators. After a short literature review it describes
the basic assumptions, derives the discrete time finite horizon solution
and then the infinite horizon one. Then gives a solvability condition for
the related Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE) and summa-
rizes the properties of the derived infinite horizon LQ tracker solution.
Finally shows comparison with other methods through simulation ex-
amples. Chapter 3 further improves the results of the previous chapter
applying disturbance estimation and compensation with LQ optimal
minimax control. It also lists the properties of the derived solution
and compares it to other methods through simulation. Chapter 4 steps
towards the real applicability of the methods by developing an aircraft
attitude estimator EKF. Its properties are examined through simula-
tion examples. Chapter 5 does Monte Carlo simulations to explore LQ
and minimax controller robustness considering the effects of the non-
linear state estimator. Chapter 6 presents real flight test results and
comparison of methods with a PID control solution. Chapter 7 summa-
rizes the achieved results in five theses and concludes the dissertation.

Basic notions, methods and tools

The thesis and the underlying work is built upon the following methods
and tools from systems and control theory.
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LQ optimal (output tracking) control [21],[23]. considered in
case of LTI discrete time systems with the following system model:

xk+1 = Axk +Bũk

yrk = Crxk

yk = Cxk

(1)

The goal of design is to follow a prescribed reference signal r with the
tracking output yr by minimizing the following functional:

J (x, x̃, ũ) =
1

2

N−1
∑

k=0

(

(xk − x̃k)
T
Q (xk − x̃k) + ũT

kRũk

)

+

+ (xN − x̃N )
T
Q (xN − x̃N )

where :

Q = C
T
Q1C + CT

r Q2Cr

C =
(

I − CT
r

(

CrC
T
r

)−1
Cr

)

x̃k = CT
r

(

CrC
T
r

)−1
rk = Hrk

(2)

The standard Lagrange multiplier method can be used to minimize this
functional by deriving the costate variable at first for finite, then for
infinite horizons.

LQ optimal minimax (output tracking) control [18], [26].
considered in case of LTI discrete time systems with the following sys-
tem model:

xk+1 = Axk +Bũk +Gdk

yrk = Crxk

yk = Cxk

(3)

The goal of design is to follow a prescribed reference signal r with the
tracking output yr together with attenuating the disturbance d and by
minimizing the following functional:
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J (x, x̃, ũ, dk) =

=
1

2

N−1
∑

k=0

((xk − x̃k)
T
Q (xk − x̃k) + ũT

kRuũk−

− γ2dTkRddk) + (xN − x̃N )
T
Q (xN − x̃N )

where :

Q = C
T
Q1C + CT

r Q2Cr

C =
(

I − CT
r

(

CrC
T
r

)−1
Cr

)

x̃k = CT
r

(

CrC
T
r

)−1
rk = Hrk

(4)

Here, the solution can be obtained again by standard Lagrange multi-
plier method at first for finite, then for infinite horizons.

Extended Kalman Filter for nonlinear systems [25]. Con-
sidering the following nonlinear system (linearized around the actual
state):

ẋ = f(x) → Ak =
∂f(x)

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

xk

y = h(x) → Ck =
∂h(x)

∂x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

xk

xk+1 = Akxk + Vkvk

yk = Ckxk + wk

E{vk} = 0, E{wk} = 0, Nk = E{vkv
T
k }, Wk = E{wkw

T
k }

(5)

The goal is to obtain the unbiased, minimum variance estimation of the
system states from the measured output y. This goal can be achieved
by the following algorithm:
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xk+1 = f(x̂k)

P k+1 = AkPkA
T
k + VkNkV

T
k

Kk+1 = P k+1C
T
k+1

(

Ck+1P k+1C
T
k+1 +Wk+1

)−1

x̂k+1 = xk+1 +Kk+1 (yk+1 − h(xk+1))

Pk+1 = (I −Kk+1Ck+1)P k+1

(6)

Here x̂ is the estimated state of the system and P is the state
estimation error covariance matrix (Pk = E{(xk − x̂k)(xk − x̂k)

T }).

New scientific results

THESIS 1

The solution of the finite horizon LQ optimal track-

ing and minimax tracking problems

The basic problem of LQ optimal tracking and minimax tracking de-
sign is to correctly solve the finite horizon tracking problems by the
minimization of functionals (2) and (4). The most important in this
solution is the structure of the costate variable because the infinite
horizon solution is based on it.

Thesis 1 I formulated and solved the problem of finite horizon, LQ
optimal output tracking for DT, LTI systems with Lagrange multiplier
method in a more detailed way then published in literature. This detailed
solution gives deeper insight into the effect of reference signal on the
system which makes it possible to derive a nice infinite horizon solution
in Thesis 2. This solution could not be derived without knowing the
obtained detailed structure of the costate variable.

I extended the finite horizon output tracking problem to the minimax
case, when system disturbances are also considered in the functional to
be minimized. A structurally similar, but otherwise different solution
is derived.
Publications related to Thesis 1: [BKB08a], [Pét08], [Pét09], [BKB09b],
[BKB09a].
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The costate variables of the finite horizon LQ optimal tracker and
minimax tracker are formally exactly the same:

λk = Pkxk + Skx̃k+1 −Qx̃k = Pkxk − sR(k) (7)

(7) shows that the costate variable at time instant k depends on the
reference values at time instants k and k + 1.

THESIS 2

The solution of the infinite horizon LQ optimal ref-

erence tracking problem

Based on the solution of the finite horizon case, the infinite horizon
problem can be solved by the steady state solution of the forcing func-
tion and the application of reference signal extrapolation through a
multi-step solution:

1. Design a stabilizing state feedback controller for the pair (A,B)
in (1)

2. Determine the solution of the steady state constant reference
tracking problem considering the stabilized system

3. Construct an LQ sub-optimal tracking controller for time-varying
references, centering the original system with the steady state
equilibrium point and the steady state reference value

Thesis 2 I solved the problem of infinite horizon, LQ optimal, causal
reference tracking in a LQ optimal way for constant, and in a LQ sub-
optimal way for time-varying references, considering DT, LTI causal
systems without deterministic disturbances (1). The solution is based
on the finite horizon result of Thesis 1 and considers reference sig-
nal extrapolation to guarantee causality and make the stated problem
solvable. This extrapolation causes the sub-optimality in case of time-
varying references.
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Publications related to Thesis 2: [BRSB08], [Pét08], [Bau08],
[Pét09], [BKB08a], [BB11b].

After pre-stabilization and design of the steady state control input,
the control input is as follows:

ũk = −Kx1
xk + u∞ +∆uk

The functional (2) is formulated for the centered system with ∆xk =
xk − x∞, ∆x̃k = x̃k − x̃∞ and ∆uk = uk − u∞. The infinite horizon
forcing function resulted as (see [23]):

sR(k) =QH∆rk +ΦT
[

I + P∞BR−1BT
]−1

sR(k + 1) (8)

by considering the solution of the finite horizon case and the solution
of the resulting infinite horizon DARE (P∞).

Considering the conditions of optimality the infinite horizon con-
troller is optimal if the forcing function in (8) has a steady sate so-
lution. This means that the following system of equations is satisfied
(considering sR(k) = S1∆rk − S2∆rk+1):

− S1∆rk = −QH∆rk

S2∆rk+1 = −φT
[

I + P∞BR−1BT
]−1

S1∆rk+1

0 = φT
[

I + P∞BR−1BT
]−1

S2∆rk+2

(9)

For constant references it is always satisfied by ∆rk = 0, for time
varying references a closed-form, sub-optimal solution can be derived
applying linear extrapolation of the reference signal (which violates the
above system of equations for k + 1÷ k + 3 indices).

The summarized final control input can be constructed as (consid-
ering r∞ = rk+1 and the estimated state x̂k):

ũk = −Kxx̂k +
(

KS1
+Kr∞

)

rk+1 +KS2
rk (10)
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Figure 1: Closed loop interconnection system with LQ tracker

The closed loop interconnection structure of the application exam-
ple system with the derived LQ tracker can be seen in figure 1.

Considering the derived tracking solution, the following properties
can be stated (and are proven in the Thesis work):

1. It satisfies the separation principle both for constant and time-
varying references.

2. It does not require anti-windup compensation because of static
gain memoryless control (no internal states of controller).

3. It guarantees asymptotic stability, zero steady-state tracking er-
ror, finite LQ functional value (on infinite horizon) and so, LQ
optimality for constant, finite references.

4. It is sub-optimal, BIBO and so lp stable for time-varying ref-
erences. Sub-optimal here means that the infinite horizon LQ
optimal tracking problem was only approximately solved and so,
optimality was lost for this reference signal class as explained
above during the derivation.

5. It guarantees finite cost functional value (on infinite horizon) for
l1/l2 references.

The developed LQ tracker was compared to seven other control solu-
tions applying the lateral control of an aircraft as an example (tracking
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of roll angle references and damping of yaw dynamics). The seven solu-
tions are: PID control, state feedback with feedforward, integral state
feedback with feedforward, simple tracking error feedback (by using
the integral property of the system), LQ Servo control, Model Predic-
tive Control (MPC) and H∞ optimal control. It has superior tracking
performance at the cost of increased control energy, but the bounds of
possible maximum control input are not violated.

The robustness and robust performance of the developed method
was examined applying stochastic robustness and performance test.
System instability was found to occur above 35% while input saturation
above 25% parameter uncertainty. The simulated system performance
was acceptable until 15% uncertainty, but an example is shown where
the performance is very good with some parameters having 30-40%
uncertainty. This shows that the original test results reflect to the
worst case combination of the parametric uncertainties.

THESIS 3

Solvability condition for the DARE

Thesis 3 I derived solvability conditions for the Discrete Algebraic Ric-
cati Equation (DARE) resulting in the infinite horizon LQ tracking
problem from the functional.
Publications related to Thesis 3: [BKB08b].

The derived conditions are summarized in the following theorem:

Theorem 1 (Sufficient weighting for DARE solvability) Consi-
der a discrete time, linear, time invariant system with state equation:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk, and controlled output yrk = Crxk (xk ∈ R

n, uk ∈
R

m, yrk ∈ R
r, A ∈ R

n×n, B ∈ R
n×m, Cr ∈ R

r×n). Assume that, the
pair (A,B) is stabilizable and all the n− r linearly dependent columns
of Cr are zero. If all the above conditions are satisfied, the follow-
ing weighting strategy guarantees DARE solvability (irrespective of the
structure of A) and makes it possible to weight the states considered
and not considered in the controlled output separately:
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State weighting matrix :

Q = C
T
Q1C + CT

r Q2Cr

where :

Q2 > 0

Q1 > 0 diagonal

C = I − CT
r

(

CrC
T
r

)−1
Cr

Input weighting matrix :

R > 0

THESIS 4

The solution of the infinite horizon LQ optimal mi-

nimax reference tracking problem

Based on the solution of the finite horizon case, the infinite horizon
problem can be solved by the steady state solution of the forcing func-
tion and the application of reference signal extrapolation through a
multi-step solution:

1. Design a stabilizing state feedback control input for system (3).

2. Design the optimal state and disturbance estimator for the sta-
bilized system (the method described in [27] and [19] is used for
LTI systems and can be applied only for stable systems)

3. Construct the system input which cancels the disturbance effects
in a least squares (LS) optimal way.

4. Design another control input, which guarantees zero steady state
tracking error in case of constant reference and disturbance sig-
nals.

5. Center the original system dynamics (constructed in step 1) with
the steady state equilibrium point achieved in the previous step,
and design an LQ optimal minimax tracker for this centered dy-
namics.
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Thesis 4 I solved the problem of infinite horizon, LQ optimal, causal
minimax reference tracking in a LQ optimal way for constant, and in a
LQ sub-optimal way for time-varying references and disturbances, con-
sidering DT, LTI causal systems with deterministic disturbances (3).
The solution is based on the finite horizon minimax result of Thesis 1
and considers reference signal extrapolation to guarantee causality and
make the stated problem solvable. This extrapolation causes the sub-
optimality in case of time-varying references.
Publications related to Thesis 4: [BKB09a], [BKB09b], [Pét10b],
[BB11c].

After pre-stabilization, design of LS optimal disturbance cancella-
tion and design of the steady state control input, the control input is
as follows:

ũk = −Kx1
xk −B+Gd̂k + û∞ +∆ûk

Here B+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the B matrix. The
functional (4) is formulated for the centered system with ∆xk = xk −

x∞, ∆x̃k = x̃k − x̃∞, ∆ûk = ûk − û∞, ∆dk = dk − d∞ and ∆d̂k =
d̂k− d̂∞. The infinite horizon forcing function resulted formally exactly
the same as in (8). From this point the solution of the infinite hori-
zon problem is formally exactly the same as in case of the LQ tracker
with optimal solution for constant and sub-optimal for time-varying
references.

The final summarized control input is as follows (with x̂k estimated

state and d̂k estimated disturbance):

ũk = −Kxx̂k −KS2
(rk+1 − rk) +Kr∞rk+1 +Kd∞

d̂k (11)

The closed loop interconnection structure of the controlled system
can be seen in figure 2.

Considering the derived tracking solution, the following properties
can be stated (and are proven in the Thesis work):

1. It satisfies the separation principle both for constant and time-
varying references and disturbances.
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Figure 2: Closed loop interconnection structure of minimax tracker
together with disturbance estimator

2. It does not require anti-windup compensation because of static
gain memoryless control (no internal states of controller).

3. It guarantees asymptotic stability, zero steady-state tracking er-
ror, finite LQ functional value (on infinite horizon) and so, LQ
optimality for constant, finite references and disturbances.

4. It is sub-optimal, BIBO and so lp stable for time-varying refer-
ences and disturbances. Sub-optimal here means that the infinite
horizon LQ optimal minimax tracking problem was only approxi-
mately solved and so, optimality was lost for this reference signal
class.

5. It guarantees finite cost functional value (on infinite horizon) for
l1/l2 references and disturbances.

The developed minimax (MM) tracker was compared to the same
seven other control solutions as the LQ tracker applying the same air-
craft lateral control problem. Here, the MM tracker is not the best
solution, it works similarly well as the other methods. However, it has
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the lowest state dimension which can be very useful in case of limited
computational capacity.

The robustness and robust performance of the developed method
was examined applying stochastic robustness and performance test.
System instability was found to occur above 15% parameter uncertainty
together with input saturation. This shows that the robust stability and
performance of the MM tracker is poorer then the LQ tracker. However,
the simulated system performance is similarly acceptable until 15%
uncertainty, and an example is shown where the performance is very
good with some parameters having 30-40% uncertainty. This shows
that the original test results reflect to the worst case combination of
the parametric uncertainties.

THESIS 5

Development of a multi-mode aircraft attitude esti-

mation algorithm

Both LQ and minimax design techniques lead to a state feedback con-
troller completed with a reference (and disturbance) feedforward part.
State feedback requires the knowledge of system states. In the thesis
an aerospace application example (aircraft lateral dynamics) is used to
examine the properties of the developed methods. This arose the ques-
tion of aircraft state estimation. In a UAV application mostly angular
rates and Euler angles should be used to design stabilization and track-
ing controllers (in the application example the roll- and yawrate and
roll angle is used). In the example system angular rates are measured
by onboard sensors but Euler angles have to be estimated with some
algorithm.

The developed multi-mode estimator is briefly described in the fol-
lowing thesis:

Thesis 5 I developed a multi-mode attitude estimation Extended Kalman
Filter. It switches between the measurements and uses wind estimation
and correction to obtain as accurate estimates as possible. It calculates
the integral of quaternion dynamic equation with a closed form solution
of the Heun formula which can further improve accuracy.
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Publications related to Thesis 5: [Pét10a], [BB10], [BB11a].

The used onboard measurements are (with the given dimensions
[dim]):

1. aircraft angular rate [3]

2. Earth magnetic vector [3]

3. aircraft acceleration [3]

4. GPS azimuth angle from velocity [1]

5. IAS [1]

The working modes of the developed estimator are as follows:

1. MODE 1: Initialization of Euler angles based on magnetic (magn.)
and acceleration (acc.) measurements (when aircraft stands undis-
turbed on the ground). This is required, to have as accurate ini-
tial values as possible. The calculation of Earth’s magnetic vector
components (in Earth frame) is also done to obtain their actual
values. They are assumed to be constant and required also in the
subsequent modes. The rate gyro bias values are also initialized.

2. MODE 2: Ground mode before take-off. Continuous update of
estimates based on magn. and acc. measurements.

3. MODE 3: Aerial mode with GPS. Continuous update of estimates
based on magn. and GPS measurements during flight.

4. MODE 4: Aerial mode without GPS. Continuous update of es-
timates based on magn. and IAS corrected acc. measurements
during flight.

5. MODE 5: Ground mode after landing. Continuous update of
estimates based on magn. and acc. measurements.

The algorithm is tested in several simulation examples and is applied
in real flight tests of the controllers.
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Real flight tests of LQ and MM tracker

Both the LQ and the MM tracker are tested in real flight onboard a
small UAV and compared to the PID solution originally implemented
onboard (see [2]). The attitude estimator developed in the thesis is
used in all tests. A roll doublet reference signal is tracked several times
meanwhile yaw damping is also applied.

The roll doublet tracking results can be seen in the figures. As a
summary it can be stated that all two methods are applicable on a real
system with acceptable performance.
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Tracking of roll angle with LQ tracker control

Figure 3: Tracking of the φ doublet reference signal on 13th September
2011. LQ tracker control
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Figure 4: Tracking of the φ doublet reference signal on 19th July 2012.
MM tracker control

Future works

This thesis developed LQ optimal and LQ minimax optimal trackers for
discrete time LTI dynamical systems. The resulting controllers strongly
depend on the inverted steady state system dynamics which means that
the methods can be very sensitive to parameter changes in the system
model. This leads to the idea of the extension of methods to linear
parameter varying system models. This way the methods would be
possibly applicable for systems with stronger nonlinearities.
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